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Place Types identify the overall character of a place within the 
community and provide policy guidance for decision making. Place 
Types will provide less specific, visionary guidance, like a range of 
heights or a goal to meet, without mandatory requirements.

Zoning is a regulatory tool used to implement the guidance 
provided by Place Types. Zoning is law and provides specific 
development requirements such as maximum height, minimum 
setback, and parking minimums or maximums.

How do Place Types relate to Zoning?

Example:

How do Place Types Relate to Zoning?

Place Type: ZONING:

Density Accommodate a range of housing 
types and density

Defines a specific minimum or maximum density

Streets + 
Sidewalk 

Parking + 
Driveways

Defines specific parking minimums or maximums and design 
standards

On-street, alley, rear surface lots and 
wrapped structures, driveways on 
secondary streets, minimize footprint

Building Length + 
Articulation

Building
Height

Create a pattern of building frontage 
that is scaled to provide visual 
interest and definition

Envisioning the overall scale and 
height of development

Defines specific masonry and scale requirements

Defines specific height minimums or maximums

Orient buildings to activate the 
pedestrian environment

Build-to Line/ 
Setback

Defines a specific setback or build-to line

Primary Use 
+ Facade

Defines block spacing and streetscape standards

Defines the range of use allowed and design 
standards

Encouraging a mix of residential 
uses with integrated supporting 
offices and community space

Aligning connected streets designed 
for all users
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Mixed-Use Neighborhood New Zoning District 
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